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PROTOCOL 

JOINT COMMUNICATIONS SERIES 

The ·· Joint Communications (JC) series will involve the 
interaction of our remote viewers acting as senders as weil as 
receivers. 

One remote viewer will be designated as the "sender" while the 
remaining two viewers will be the designated receivers of 
information during a specific time window set aside for this 
purpose. The time window will normally be from 1000 hrs to 1045 
hrs. -..-,: · · ~·lri~ 1 ~ ••• ,,__,._ 

Immediately following the session, the two remote viewers who 
acted as receivers will finalize their independent summaries with 
supportive sketches. 

The two remote viewers who acted as receivers will then compare 
their composite findings and agree upon a prioritized listing of 
key responses to the target. 

In all instances, the remote viewers acting as receivers must 
address the most significant target aspects. These will be 
identified as a distinct and separate entry in the summary. 

Immediately following the session, the sender will also prepare 
a short summary of his "sending" activities that will reflect areas 
of concentration including the feeling/sensation/sound aspect 
associated with the target. 

After the four targets in this phase are completed, a target-RV 
script/sketch judging procedure will occur. All four targets will 
be placed in random order and analysts will attempt to identify 
their proper order based on the RV data. This is similar to the 
procedure used in the December 1992 communication experiment. 

· Important Note: The sender(s) cannot discuss the target until 
after the judging process is completed. The two receivers cannot 
discuss their data with anyone else until after the judging process 
is completed. 
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./· 
TASKING SHEET 

SOURCE NO:~ ' 

DATE: el, '=-_L j?-.:J 

SUSPENSE: _;._3 1/111/? _jiJ 

,12 ~£ /V!At 
"--;-··----

1 . PROJECT NUMBEl 9..s -/?/-,P 

2. METHOD/TECHNIQUE:-=M~e~t=h~o~d=-o~f-=c=h~o~i~c~e~·--~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

3. BACKGROUND: This project is part of joint communications series 
involving the interaction of one remote viewer acting as a sender 
while the remaining two remote viewers act as receivers during the 
time window of 1000 hrs to 1045 hrs on this date. A copy of the 
general protocol for this series is attached. 

will act as the sender while Source and 
Source act as the receivers. 

4. ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF INFORMATION: (FOR THE RECEIVERS) 

----Describe the key features/shapes/contours of the target. 

----Determine the spatial relationships as well as predominant 
colors and backgrounds at the target site. 

----Determine the purpose of the target structure{s). 

----Provide sketches in support of your findings. 

----Identify and describe the most significant factor that is 
implicit to the target. 

5. COMMENTS 
The "sender" will focus on the key target elements. In 

addition, the "sender" will also concentrate on a key 
feeling/sensations/sound aspect that is associated with or is 
implied by the target. This will be recorded as part of the target 
material. 

----The initial phas.e of this exerci.se--will have four targe:fs:::;. 
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